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We are all familiar with the Internet and its major impact on our lives
The Internet of Things is about to make another major impact on the way we live.
Billed as the th industrial revolution
It is already all around us and is growing rapidly.
Many of you are already using IoT devices, possibly using smart plugs (SHOW),
smart light bulbs, smart thermostats or have a smart gas or electricity meter.
IOT is a whole new wave of innovation going beyond what has taken place so far
with the internet.
This is a big topic, what I aim to do today is to give you an overview.
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What is the IOT?

CLICK HERE TO PLAY
(Use '<' in browserto return here on completion)
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An excellent video but is It this just hype?
No. The numbers speak for themselves -- there are already more connected things
than people in the world.
. billion people were active internet users as of July
, that is percent of
the global population.
There are already times more things communicating over the internet than
people
Over billion IoT devices are predicted by
. An exponential growth
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The Internet is the principle technology for IOT.
It is now year since its creation
A short History
● It started with research and development in the United States the United Kingdom
and France on interconnected computer networks.
● In
the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the UK, which became a testbed
for data packet switching.
● In
U.S. Department of Defense funded the development of the Advanced
Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET). A nuclear survivable network
connecting strategic locations? It was the first wide-area packet-switching network
with distributed control and one of the first networks to implement the TCP/IP
protocol suite. Both technologies became the technical foundation of the Internet.
●
the National Science Foundation funded a project to interconnected
supercomputing centers at several universities in the United State. International
connections to NSFNET followed with the development of the architecture and
international standards. This marked the beginnings of the Internet as we see it
today.
● In the late
’s commercial Internet service providers (ISPs) began to emerge.
● In
ARPANET was decommissioned .
● In
/ Tim Berners-Lee working at CERN in Switzerland came up with the
brilliant idea of linking up widely dispersed data on internet connected computers
by a system of websites, web pages and hyperlinks. Now known as the World Wide
Web.
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The Internet simply moves data from one place to another as data packets
Each packet is tagged with the intended destination.
Data packet switches, or routers as they are commonly called, direct the packets
over a network of digital communication links.
Routers are specialised computers that simply route packets according to a routing
policy and a routing table
Data packets are addressed and routed using the Internet Protocol address
standard IP , developed in
The format and management of data packets is defined by the Transmission
Control Protocol, TCP

A data packet simply contains a
● Header with the senders and receivers IP addresses
● Payload, the data
● Trailer to terminate the package and provide data error correction

There is an IP Addresses Crisis
We running out of IP4 addresses
IP4 was defined in 1970 and cannot handle the size of the Internet today
For example here is the IP address of my mobile phone
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IP4 uses 32 bits for its Internet addresses. That means it can support 2^32
IP addresses in total — around 4.29 billion.
Currently there are . billion people actively using the Internet.
The shortage of IP addresses is being managed through the use of the Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) by ISP’s and Network Address Translation
(NAT) .

However IP is being replaced by IP

●
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An IPv6 address is represented as eight groups of four hexadecimal digits. That is a
total of 128 bits giving 2^128 address combinations. Enough addresses to keep

the Internet operational for a very, very long time. (enough for a galactic
sized internet).
IP6 will also improve performance and security
The switch over to IP6 will be gradual as many routers and ISP’s do not fully
support IP6. However most computer operating systems and mobile phones
do.
As you can see my ISP does not currently support IP6
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Other basic components of the modern internet are:
● Domain Name Servers that translate a web addresses into IP addresses, e.g. data
packets addressed to google.co.uk are provided with the IP address for routing to
the Google search server
● Cloud storage - this presentation was created and is now being delivered from
Google Drive cloud storage (its not on my computer)
● Web servers hosting web sites

The Internet now supports a plethora of data services
● Mobile networks LTE, G, G, G
● IPTV networks - BBC iPlayer, Netlix, youTube. etc.
● PSTN - public switched telephone networks e.g. providing Skype calls to a landline
● Voice over IP - now including video e.g. Skype, Zoom, etc
● Data Centers - cloud storage, web servers, etc
All this traffic require enormous digital communication capacity
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Some digital communication links are provided by satellite but most are by fibre
optic links
This world map shows the prominent undersea cables that serve as the

physical infrastructure of the Internet.
These links use optical fibres with many fibers cables bundled to increase capacity
The data rates continue to increased, many have data rates of . Gbits/s
Later this year, Google will turn on its private Dunant undersea cable connecting
the USA and France, it will transmit
Terabits (
) of data per second –
enough to transmit the entire digitised Library of Congress three times every
second
Google has also recently announced plans to build a new undersea network cable
connecting the US, UK and Spain. Due to be completed by
.
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This internet Map is a visualisation showing multiple users and traffic types
Notice the exploded area showing individual IP links
(I like this map, it looks similar to a map of synapses neurons of the brain)

IOT devices can connect to the Internet by a
Multitude of wireless technologies based on proprietary and international standards
They operating from cm to km
Data rates vary across this range depending on application and power available
I will mention a just few that are more commonly used
Close Proximity - the RFID (Radio-frequency identification) passive product identification tag (not the
security tag) has a range cm - m and an powered RFID devices can operated over a range of
’s meters. Low operating frequencies
–
kHz are used for shopping tags and . MHz
(HF) eg smart cards. It is proposed to fit RFID tags to supper market products.
WPAN - Bluetooth has a range m, frequency .
and .
GHz (frequency-hopping spread
spectrum) , used in personal electronics (body monitor, wireless headphones, and in production
industry
WLAN - Wi-Fi (IEEE
. ), range m (indoor), frequency . GHz and GHz , data rates up to
Gbit/s, commonly used to create wireless local area networks in the home and in industry.
WWAN - Cellular G/ G/LTE/ G/ G (G generation) systems are extensively used by mobile phones
(LTE Long Term Evolution). The later generations G/ G providing high data rates for video calls and
streaming films or TV. Interestingly smart meters are IOT devices that send date over the mobile
phone network at very low data rate and power consumption.
- Lo Ra LoRa (Long Range) provides a low-power wide-area network (LPWAN) with potential applications
in livestock farming and agriculture. LoRa enables long-range transmissions (more than km in
rural areas) with very low power consumption. In Europe it uses the UHF radio frequency bands,
MHz,
MHz .
As you see, many Radio systems are being developed by manufacturers. Narrow band, frequency
hopping to spread spectrum. But Information theory set down by Shannon tells us that to send more
information, i.e. higher data rates, we need to use more power and/or bandwidth
The same is true for operating systems Operating Systems the software that manages the IOT devices
and networks (the Android for IOT). Many are being developed. Google again must be a front runner
with AndroidThings (smart speakers from LG Electronics).

As you see, many Radio systems are being developed by manufacturers. Narrow band,
frequency hopping to spread spectrum.
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All are limited by the physical limits of the communication channel
In information theory, the Shannon–Hartley theorem tells the maximum rate at
which information can be transmitted over a communications channel of a
specified bandwidth in the presence of noise.
C is the maximum rate at which data can be transmitted without error if an
appropriate code is used (it took nearly a half-century to find codes that
approached the Shannon capacity).
You can trade bandwidth for signal power.
Simple low range devise, like the passive RFID product tag, have low power and
low data rate ( only needing to send product details)
Higher data rates as those provided by wifi
G need to use more power and
bandwidth hence operate at higher frequencies where more bandwidth is available

Why G?

●
●

G is needed to support the nearly exponential increase in connected
devices in the coming decades.
Critical features are Low latency, high data rates and connection density
It will provide a ten fold increase in performance and capacity over G.
This additional capacity is needed to accommodate the expected increase in IOT
devices
G will enable us to control more devices remotely in applications where real-time
network performance is critical, such as self driving cars, robotic surgery and the
remote control of heavy machinery in hazardous environments..
Security cameras are expected to be a big user of G
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Areas for IoT application:
All areas of society (security includes the military)

Top

Applications of IoT to pick a fe

Smart Home
Most visible use of IOT - smart thermostats, light bulbs, plugs, door entry systems, cookers, fridges, etc
Wearables
Smartwatch (Apple), Smart Trainer (Sony), FLITBITS, smart glasses (Google Glass)
Smart Cit
Water distribution and traffic management to waste management and environmental monitoring helping to
solve various city-related problems (air and noise pollution and safety).
Smart Grids
Smart grid basically promises to extract information on the behaviors of consumers and electricity suppliers
to improve the efficiency, economics, and reliability of electricity distribution. Smart electricity and gas
meters in homes are just the start.
In the Industrial En ironment
Connecting machines and devices in industries such as power generation, oil, gas, and healthcare. Helping to
improve efficiency and detect situations where unplanned downtime and system failures can result in lifethreatening situations.
Smart Cars
Connecting the extensive network of multiple sensors, embedded software, and technologies to assist in
navigating in our complex world. Enabling automated decisions to be made with consistency, accuracy, and
speed. These requirements will become even more critical when humans give up control of the steering
wheel and brakes to the autonomous vehicles.
Deli ering Health Care
More than just heart and personal fitness monitors. IoT has the potential to improve how physicians deliver
care and also keep patients safe and healthy. IoT helps to revolutionize the way healthcare is delivered from
surgical robots to pocket-friendly solutions for both the patient and healthcare professional.
Smart Retail
The product RFID, security tag and a number of IoT systems are already in used extensively by retailers to
improve store operations, increase purchases, reducing theft, and enabling inventory management. (e.g.
delivery tracking of your internet order reported to your smartphone)
Smart Suppl Chain
IOT solutions are enabling the tracking of goods while they are on the road or in transit or helping suppliers
exchange inventory information. IoT system can also process workflow and change equipment settings to
optimize performance.
Smart Farming
Farming operations are usually remote and with large number of livestock to manage the Internet of Things
and could revolutionize the way farmers operate day to day.

Reliability is generally very good
All hardware uses micro electronics with high reliability
Radio links and power supplies are reliable if well designed
Internet is an inherently a reliable mesh connected topology
The IP protocol enables multiple routing
TCP provides data integrity through error checks and handshaking
Software is reliable if well designed and with limited functionality
Security - There are some area of concern for IOT
Basic good practice is necessary to manage risks
Good end to end encryption of data is supported by common operating
systems and protocols
Password protection is essential
Server firewalls are necessary to prevent remote software attacks
Radio interception is negated by encryption
Risk of compromise to server software mitigated by firewalls and good
account management (passwords)
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IOT device spoofing is an area of concern. The basic attack is this: an adversary
creates a device (RED) that mimics hardware on an IoT network and uses their
newly created device to feed false data into the IoT network.
Smart plugs (Edimax SPW possibly and other home automation devices) are
vulnerable to four attacks:
device scanning attack - obtaining network credentials,
bruteforce attack - discovering weak passwords,
spooﬁng attack - blocking the genuine plug and pretends to be a legal one
ﬁrmware attack - uploading rogue software.

These risks can be managed by adopting secure communication protocols (e.g. DTLS,
TLS/SSL, and HTTPS) to encrypt data transmitted and received by the plug
Caution is needed if a smart lock provides access to your front door
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In this mini IOT project my objective was to learn about IOT technology
I chose to use the ESPdevice
Postage stamp size
It is low-cost
A -bit micro controller unit (MCU) and a Wi-Fi transceiver.
CPU:
MHz (default) or
MHz
Memory: KiB instruction, KiB user data
General Purpose Input/Output pins and an analog input
Program in C or Python using an Arduino and supported by software libraries
It is not new, first produced August
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The application I chose was to

-

Monitor my greenhouse temperature and get this information remotely on my
smartphone
Also to get battery status and temperature alarms on smartphone
Photograph is of the constructed device, as you see very simple in construction.
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Function
The device monitors temperature and battery voltage every minutes
It posts results on a web page via the internet giving the report, shown in the
picture
It has a deep sleep mode with very low current
Batteries last for months
Measurements and alarms provided by a web page to my smart phone
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What does the future look like for IOT? We can expect:
● Machine learning systems (AI) will process vast amounts of data provided by IOT
devices leading to improved manufacturing efficiency, energy efficiency, road
safety, crime reduction, pollution reduction.
● Predictive rather that reactive information services possibly leading to the ordering
of groceries before you run out, detecting health problems before they occur, ... )
● Optimise the use of energy - Google have used a combination of system
monitoring and AI to reduce energy consumption at its data centres by
.
● Transformation of health care, farming and agriculture
● Security and data privacy will continue to present challenges
● With many proprietary radio and software solutions already on the market
standardisation will be a further challenge.
● Many proprietary software systems - in the home your IOT device may not work
with your digital assistant be it Google, Elexa, Siri or Cortana

●

A final thought “With IOT everywhere in our lives is the future exciting or scary?”

●
●
●

Thank you for listening
I hope you found the talk interesting
Any questions?
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